In cross-spectral iris recognition, different spectral bands are used to obtain rich information of the human iris. Previous studies on cross-spectral iris recognition are based primarily on feature-based approaches, which are prone to the changes in parameters in the feature extraction process, such as spatial position and iris image acquisition conditions. These parameters can degrade iris recognition performance. In this paper, we present a phase-based approach for cross-spectral iris recognition using phase-only correlation (POC) and band-limited phase-only correlation (BLPOC). A phase-based iris recognition system recognizes an iris using the phase information contained in the iris image; therefore, its performance is not affected by feature extraction parameters. However, the performance of a phase-based cross-spectral iris recognition is strongly influenced by specular reflection. Different illumination conditions may produce different iris images from the same subject. To overcome this challenge, we integrate a photometric normalization technique -homomorphic filtering-with phasebased cross-spectral iris recognition. The experimental results reveal that the proposed technique achieved an excellent matching performance with an equal error rate of 0.59% and a genuine acceptance rate of 95%.
Introduction
There has been a significant increase in the use of cross-spectral iris applications over the past several decades. Cross-spectral iris recognition has been developed to overcome the limitations of iris recognition in a single spectrum, such as visible (VIS) wavelength-based iris recognition [1, 2] , and near-infrared (NIR) wavelength based iris recognition [3, 4] . Iris recognition in the cross-spectral domain is considered to be superior among same spectral iris recognition approaches, as the cross-spectral domain employs different spectral bands to obtain richer information of the human iris [5] .
Recognition performance can be enhanced by using complementary iris information from different spectral bands; this leads to more discriminative recognition features [6] . Cross-spectral iris recognition has widespread use in various biometric applications, such as the national ID card system, biometric passports and visas, criminal investigations, and e-commerce [7, 8] . In addition, several imaging products equipped with cameras from different spectral bands, such as Microsoft Kinect2, FLIR ONE, and Heatwave, are currently available on the market [9] .
Iris recognition in the VIS spectrum is affected by reflection from the cornea; dark-colored irises are clearly visible, while light-colored irises are highlighted [10] . Meanwhile, the NIR spectrum disbands the striking patterns of the pigment melanin in the iris, and the iris recognition is affected by less reflections [11] . Consequently, recognition of iris images in both NIR and VIS spectra is more challenging than recognition within the same spectrum. Because NIR and VIS spectra are widely used and targeted in commercial implementations [12] , the present study focuses on the NIR-VIS cross-spectral domain.
Existing studies on cross-spectral iris recognition primarily have a feature-based approach [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] , which is significantly affected by parameters in the feature extraction process, such as spatial position and orientation, as well as iris image acquisition conditions that can degrade recognition performance. To address these limitations, we propose cross-spectral iris recognition using the phase of NIR and VIS iris images. The principle of this approach involves using the phase component of the 2D discrete Fourier transformation (DFT) of NIR and VIS images to calculate the matching score. Phase-based iris recognition is simple yet effective due to the availability of important characteristics in the phase component of an image.
Phase-based image matching has been used in various biometric recognition tasks in the VIS spectrum, including fingerprint recognition [18, 19, 20, 21] , palm print recognition [22] , finger knuckle recognition [23] , and iris recognition [24, 25] . In this study, we apply phase-based iris matching techniques to the cross-spectral domain. Figure 1 presents a simplified diagram of the phase-based cross-spectral iris matching. An image has a phase and amplitude; however, only the phase is used for matching purposes. In the phase-based matching, the most challenging task is to obtain a similar spectrum of the phase component between the two images.
Using images from different spectral bands results in a different spectrum of the phase component of each image, which may affect recognition performance. This problem can be attributed primarily to specular reflection caused by illumination variations in the two images. Therefore, we propose using a photometric normalization technique to address specular reflection. We explore different filtering techniques for integration into phase-based cross-spectral iris recognition, such as discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based filtering, TanTriggs filtering, and homomorphic filtering. In addition, in contrast to previous studies, this study considers the textural information contained in each color space (i.e. red, green, blue, Y, and V channels) to achieve more reliable recognition.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
a. To the best our knowledge, this is the first study that employs phasebased iris matching in the cross-spectral domain. The phase information of iris images is obtained from the DFT spectrum of the NIR and VIS images. We address specular reflection using homomorphic filtering prior to the segmentation steps. b. In contrast to previous approaches, which perform matching mainly in the red channel of the VIS image, we use various color channels such as the green, blue, Y, and V channels of VIS iris images to obtain an improved representation of iris patterns. c. We significantly improve the performance of cross-spectral iris recognition by integrating phase-based matching and a photometric normalization technique known as homomorphic filtering.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the related works, while Section 3 outlines our proposed method.
Section 4 provides the experimental results and a discussion, and Section 5 presents conclusions.
Related work
Typical cross-spectral iris recognitions methods exploit feature-based correspondence, in which feature descriptors are used to build the feature vectors corresponding to a given iris image [26] . Metrics such as the Hamming distance and Euclidean distance are also used to compute the similarity between the iris templates. Feature-based cross-spectral iris matchings can be divided into three categories: structural matching, statistical matching, and block matching [27] .
In structural matching, the corresponding pixels of NIR and VIS images are used to describe the structure of an iris pattern. Oktiana et al. [28] extracted iris texture using the multi-scale Weberface and Gabor local binary pattern (MGLBP) texture feature generator. Other authors explored the integration of texture features with various feature descriptors. Ramaiah and Kumar [29] convolved a 1-D log-Gabor filter with two local binary pattern (LBP) variants: four-patch LBP and three-patch LBP.
In statistical matching, the matching process is based on the statistical properties of the NIR and VIS iris images. Abdullah et al. [30] used binarized statistical image features (BSIF) to extract the statistical features of NIR and VIS iris images. BSIF features are able to represent the statistical properties of NIR and VIS iris images with high iris recognition performance.
Block matching was used by Vyas and Kanumuri [31] , who performed block-based iris matching for surveillance applications. A 2D Gabor filter bank was used as the feature extraction method. With this method, an iris pattern was computed and divided into sub-blocks using the difference of variance (DoV) features at various scales and orientations. The resulting feature vectors were considerably compact and precise; however, the matching performance was strongly influenced by various parameters in the feature extraction process.
Wang and Kumar [32] proposed cross-spectral iris recognition using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The CNN-based approach resulted in the compact representation of iris templates and was highly robust to nonlinear cross-spectral distortions. However, this technique had a limited ability to recognize poor-quality iris images caused by illumination variations between the NIR and VIS images, as in the PolyU Iris Database [33] . The limitations of the existing cross-spectral iris recognition methods are summarized in Table 1 .
Although various cross-spectral iris recognition methods have been proposed, the majority of them have an equal error rate (EER) of greater than 5% [15] , which is considered unsatisfactory performance. Thus, additional approaches are necessary for improving recognition performance with an EER of less than 5%. Ito and Aoki [34] used phase-based matching, or phase-only correlation (POC), for fingerprint recognition in the VIS spectrum. Here, POC provided an excellent similarity measure for recognition, and was invariant to the translational displacement for image registration.
Miyazawa et al. [35] were among the first to use phase-based image matching for iris recognition in the VIS spectrum. In their study, the phase information contained the inherent features and characteristics of the iris, and their method resulted in an EER of 2.64 %. Motivated by the superior performance of the phase-based approach in the VIS spectrum, in this study, we used phase-based correlation to improve cross-spectral iris recognition performance and achieve an EER of less than 5%. Figure 2 presents the proposed framework for cross-spectral iris recognition using phase-based correlation. In the proposed method, an NIR iris image was used for testing, while a VIS iris image was used for training. First, homomorphic filtering was performed for both the NIR and VIS iris images to reduce specular reflection. Then, the iris region was obtained through segmentation and normalization processes. The NIR iris template was then matched against the VIS iris template using the phase of the 2D DFT spectrum of the corresponding NIR and VIS images. Finally, the matching decision was assessed with the EER and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve parameters. Each of the steps above is described in more detail below. Figure 3 presents iris images captured in the NIR and VIS spectra. The NIR iris images were visually similar to the VIS iris images; however, the information obtained from each wavelength differed. In the VIS image, the iris pattern was affected by specular reflection caused by frontal illumination. Thus, we first removed reflections in both the NIR and VIS iris images to obtain a similar representation of the iris pattern. Homomorphic filtering was used to correct non-uniform illumination in both images.
Proposed method

Filtering
We employed the homomorphic filtering algorithm described in [36] as follows:
1. The NIR and VIS iris images ðI in Þ are transformed into the logarithmic domain ðI log Þ: Hamming distance Extracts efficient iris features using a large amount of training data Limited ability to recognize given poor image quality Figure 2 . Proposed framework of cross-spectral iris recognition using phase-based image matching. NIR: near-infrared; VIS: visible; DFT: discrete Fourier transform; FRR: false rejection rate; FAR: false acceptance rate. (iris image source: PolyU iris database [47] ).
The
Fourier transform is applied to the logarithmic image:
3. The image in the frequency domain is convolved with a filter, R, that reduces the low frequency components and amplifies the high frequency components:
4. An inversed Fourier transform of the filtered images is performed:
5. The final image ðI out Þ is obtained by taking the exponential of the result:
Iris segmentation and normalization
The second step in cross-spectral iris recognition is to localize the iris and pupil boundaries in the NIR and VIS images to obtain the valid iris area that contains information of the iris texture. Table 2 indicates the comparison of various iris segmentation methods. We evaluated four segmentation methods, namely Daugman Integro Operator (DIO), Circular Hough Transform (CHT), Markov Random Field (MRF), and Active Contour. We use 209 NIR iris images and 209 VIS iris images. The successful iris segmentation method is highlighted with the bold text in Table 2 . The CHT segmentation method results in the more successful segmented iris images with a ratio of 80% for both NIR and VIS iris images. DIO and MRF methods failed to segment the VIS iris images while the active contour method failed in the NIR iris images. Therefore, the CHT was used n this study. Figure 4 illustrates the iris segmentation and normalization processes. First, edge maps of the NIR and VIS images were generated from I iris image using canny edge detection. Then, limbic and pupil boundaries were computed by biasing the gradient of I in the vertical direction and weighting the vertical and horizontal gradients equally. The range of the iris radius and pupil radius can be set manually [38] . It should be noted that in the PolyU database, the iris radius is set from 90 to 150 pixels, and the pupil radius set from 28 to 75 pixels.
We then calculated the center of the coordinates of I, the coordinates center of the pupil, the pupil radius, and the iris radius using the Hough transform. First, we computed the limbic boundary and then the pupil boundary in the iris area, as follows [39] :
In the above equation,
Where x c and y c are the centre coordinates of I, r is the radius of I, and x j , y j represent the edge points, for j ¼ 1; 2; …n. Parameter g represents the following:
After the center coordinates are obtained, the eyelids are isolated using the Radon transform, and the eyelashes are isolated using a simple thresholding method. Finally, a segmented iris image (I s ) is obtained. Then, the segmented iris image is transformed into given fixed dimension to prepare it for the feature extraction process [40] . In this study, Daugman's rubber sheet normalization was used. This method transforms the segmented iris area from cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates ðr; θÞ using the method in [41, 42] 
where:
Besides, x p , y p are represent the coordinates of the pupil along the θ direction, while x i , y i are the iris boundaries in the θ direction. Following the normalization stage, the normalized iris image has a fixed dimension with 20 Â 240 pixels. Figure 5 illustrates the successful and failed segmentation for the NIR and VIS images.
Phase-based image matching
Phase-based image matching uses the phase information of the 2D DFT of images to match different images. An image consists of a phase and an amplitude. The amplitude is the real part of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the image, while the phase is the imaginary part. The height of the correlation peak determines the similarity between two iris images, and the location of the correlation peak indicates the translational image shifts [27] . Phase-based image matching can be divided into several steps [35] , as follows: a. Phase-only correlation (POC) function POC utilizes information from both low and high frequencies contained in the iris images. In Figure 6 , the stage of POC computation is presented. Let two iris images pðn 1 ; n 2 ) and qðn 1 ; n 2 ), have size N 1 x N 2 . The index of the image ranges between ÀM 1 n 1 M 1 (M 1 > 0Þ, and À M 2 n 2 M 2 (M 2 > 0Þ. Thus, N 1 ¼ 2M 1 þ 1 and N 2 ¼ 2M 2 þ 1. The 2D DFT of the two images are denoted Pðk 1 ; k 2 Þ and Qðk 1 ; k 2 Þ respectively, where ÀM 1 k 1 M 1 (M 1 > 0Þ, and ÀM 2 k 2 M 2 (M 1 > 0Þ. Therefore, Pðk 1 ; k 2 Þ and Qðk 1 ; k 2 Þ are given as follows [43] :
Þ is calculated using the normalized cross-spectrum R PQ ðk 1 ; k 2 Þ. The crossspectrum is a measure of the similarity of two functions as a function of a time shift t. The cross-spectrum R PQ ðk 1 ; k 2 Þ is computed as follows:
here, Qðk 1 ; k 2 Þ represents complex conjugate of Qðk 1 ;k 2 Þ. The 2D inverse DFT (IDFT) of R PQ ðk 1 ; k 2 Þ is denoted as the POC function R PQ ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ, which is given as follows:
The POC function R PQ ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ results in the Kronecker delta function δðn 1 ; n 2 Þ if pðn 1 ; n 2 ) ¼ qðn 1 ; n 2 ). If pðn 1 ; n 2 ) and qðn 1 ; n 2 ) are similar, the POC function results in a distinct sharp peak. If pðn 1 ;n 2 ) and qðn 1 ;n 2 ) are not similar, the peak is not significant.
b. Band-limited POC (BLPOC) function
In POC computation, because the high frequency components are emphasized by the POC function R PQ ðn 1 ;n 2 Þ, the correlation peak can be decreased even if the two iris images are similar. Therefore, to obtain the maximum correlation peak, the band frequency is limited to a specific area [43] . As illustrated in Figure 7 , the most important phase spectrum information is provided only in the significant range (from ÀF 1 to F 1 and from ÀF 2 to F 2 ). The BLPOC can compute similarity using the range of the inherent frequency band (from ÀF 1 to F 1 and from ÀF 2 to F 2 ) of the iris texture, where 0 F 1 M 1 and 0 F 2 M 2 . The effective area of the frequency spectrum is thus represented by
The BLPOC function is computed as follows [35] :
here, ÀF 1 n 1 F 1 and À F 2 n 2 F 2 . The BLPOC function R F1F2 PQ ðn 1 ; n 2 Þ produces a maximum peak if the pðn 1 ; n 2 ) and qðn 1 ; n 2 ) are similar, this value is always normalized to 1. In this study, we used À F 1 ¼ 8, 
Matching decision
Cross-spectral phase-based iris recognition performance is determined via the EER and the ROC curve. The EER summarizes performance with a single number, while the ROC curve uses various scales. The EER signifies that the false acceptance rate (FAR) is equal to the false rejection rate (FRR). The FAR represents an error in which a non-authentic candidate (impostor) is erroneously accepted as an authentic (genuine) user because the matching score exceeds a given threshold. Similarly, the FRR represents an error in which an authentic user is erroneously rejected because the matching score is lower than the threshold. A lower EER characterizes an effective recognition system [44] .
The ROC curve, in contrast, is the ratio between the genuine acceptance rate (GAR) and the FAR. The GAR is the rate of an authentic user being correctly accepted when the matching score exceeds the threshold. A ROC curve characterizes effective iris recognition systems placed close to the top of the graph for various FAR values [45, 46] .
Experimental results and discussions
The experiment was carried out using the PolyU Iris Database [47] , which has been provided by The Hong Kong Polytechnic University Figure 7 . Frequency band of the iris spectrum, which is limited to the significant range (from ÀF 1 to F 1 and from ÀF 2 to F 2 ). DFT: discrete Fourier transform. Cross-Spectral Iris Images Database for research purpose. The use and publication of this data is permitted and ethical under the terms outlined by the provider. The database consists of data from 209 subjects, and the iris images were acquired in the NIR and VIS wavelengths from the left and right eyes. For each subject, there were 15 right-eye images and 15 left-eye images. In total, there were 12,540 iris images with dimensions of 640 Â 480. All images in this database were captured using simultaneous bi-spectral imaging, as described in [11] .
The experiment was performed using the same algorithm used in reference [48] and [49] , using 12000 iris images with a dimension of 20 Â 240 from 20 subjects. A total of 20 NIR images of one eye pattern were randomly selected for testing, while 600 VIS images of all the other eye patterns used for training. The total number of genuine comparisons was 600, and the total impostor comparisons were 11,400.
Homomorphic filtering performance
As previously noted in Section 3, the performance of phase-based cross-spectral iris matching is affected by specular reflection because different illumination conditions between NIR and VIS iris images produce different iris images for the same individual. The 2D DFT spectrum differs for images in the NIR spectrum and images in the VIS spectrum because specular reflection affects the direction of the 2D DFT spectral distribution. Figure 8 presents the 2D DFT spectrum of images in the NIR and VIS spectra. In the NIR spectrum, the distribution of the DFT spectrum is in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
The high frequency can be seen in the middle of the spectrum, while the low frequency is distributed around the center of the coordinate. In the VIS spectrum, the distribution of the DFT spectrum of the iris image is in the horizontal direction. To overcome these drawbacks, we employed photometric normalization techniques prior to the segmentation stages.
We investigated three filtering techniques to eliminate specular reflection: homomorphic filtering, DCT-based filtering, and TanTriggs filtering. Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of photometric normalization on the DFT spectrum of the NIR and VIS iris images. As illustrated, by applying the photometric normalization techniques, the directions of the NIR and VIS spectrum distributions became slightly more similar to each other.
Of the normalization techniques, homomorphic filtering resulted in the best DFT spectrum representation, providing the most similar NIR and VIS spectrum distributions. By suppressing the low-frequency components and amplifying the high-frequency components, homomorphic filtering was able to enhance the iris features and flatten the lighting variations of an image. Table 3 presents the POC matching scores without filtering and with homomorphic filtering, DCT-based filtering, and TanTriggs filtering. Four test NIR iris images and five training VIS iris images were used, and a match occurred if the POC score was highest for the corresponding pairs. The bold text in Table 3 indicates the highest POC scores which are considered as matching decision. Three successful matches occurred using homomorphic filtering, but only two successful matches occurred Figure 9 . Effect of photometric normalization techniques on 2D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) spectrum. (a) 2D DFT spectrum of visible (VIS) spectrum using TanTriggs filtering; (b) 2D DFT spectrum of VIS spectrum using DCT filtering; (c) 2D DFT spectrum of VIS spectrum using homomorphic filtering. Table 3 . POC matching score between NIR and VIS images using no filtering, homomorphic filtering, DCT-based filtering, and TanTriggs filtering. Table 4 . BLPOC matching score between NIR and VIS images using no filtering, homomorphic filtering, DCT-based filtering, and TanTriggs filtering. using TanTriggs filtering. There were no successful matches when no filtering was used or when DCT-based filtering was used; in these cases, the impostor matching scores were higher than the genuine matching scores. Table 4 illustrates the effects of homomorphic filtering, DCT-based filtering, and TanTriggs filtering on BLPOC matching performance. With homomorphic filtering, all NIR iris images were successfully matched with authentic VIS iris images in four attempts. Here, the genuine images generated higher BLPOC matching scores than the impostor matching scores as noticeable with bold text in Table 4 . Unlike POC, homomorphic filtering significantly increased the BLPOC matching scores. Therefore, homomorphic filtering provides a higher discrimination capability for the BLPOC function than for the POC function.
With DCT-based filtering, there was only one successful match, and nearly all impostor matching scores were higher than the genuine matching scores. Using TanTriggs filtering and no filtering, there were no successful matches. Here, all impostor matching scores were higher than the genuine matching scores. Hence, the homomorphic filtering outperformed other techniques in eliminating specular reflection problem. Figure 10 presents several examples of POC and BLPOC functions using homomorphic filtering for impostor matching. There were no meaningful correlation peaks for either POC and BLPOC functions because the two iris images were not similar. However, in the genuine matching case, the POC and BLPOC functions provided more discriminative correlation peaks, as illustrated in Figure 11 ; here, BLPOC produced a higher peak than the POC function.
Matching performance
This result was due to selecting only a limited frequency band in computing the BLPOC. Only relevant information was used in the matching process, resulting in a sharp and distinct correlation peak. Figure 12 illustrates the performance of the POC for red, green, blue, Y, and V color spaces with a variation threshold. A reference threshold of 0.285 was used for the EER. The performance of POC for red, green, blue, Y, and V color spaces was slightly lower than ideal ROC curve. POC resulted in a 75% GAR and a 1% FAR for red, green, blue, and Y color spaces. In contrast, ideal ROC curves result in a 90% GAR. The V color space provided a 70% GAR and a 1% FAR.
BLPOC achieved better performance than POC, as illustrated in Figure 13 . For nearly all color channels, BLPOC resulted in superior recognition performance with a 95% GAR and a 1% FAR. Even with a FAR of 0.0001%, BLPOC was able to surpass the ideal ROC curve with a GAR of only 40%; here, BLPOC was able to achieve 50% GAR for all color channels. These results indicate that BLPOC demonstrated superior performance in detecting the similarity between the NIR and VIS iris images. Because the POC peak value was lower than the BLPOC peak value, the performance of POC was lower than that of BLPOC for the same reference threshold. Table 5 indicates that phase-based image matching was successful and demonstrated promising performance in the cross-spectral domain. POC and BLPOC produced a GAR of greater than 90% and lower EERs for nearly all color channels. The best recognition performance was achieved for the Y channel (pointed with bold text in Table 5 ), as it preserved all iris information that was available in the VIS iris images. The Y channel was also less affected by specular reflection, as the light intensity of the color was encoded nonlinearly. In addition, the Y channel was compatible with homomorphic filtering computation.
Performance comparison with baseline approaches
As described in Table 6 , we performed a comparison between the performance of our proposed phase-based technique and existing baseline approaches in the cross-spectral domain. Our proposed cross-spectral iris recognition method outperformed the baseline approaches with an EER of less than 5%. The pioneer cross-spectral iris recognition proposed by Ramaiah and Kumar [11] resulted in an EER about 34.01%. In 2017, Nalla and Kumar [13] improved the cross-spectral performance by proposing a classification framework based on Naive-Bayes Nearest-Neighbor (NBNN) domain adaptation with an EER of 26.68%. The block-based cross-spectral iris recognition method proposed in [31] produced EER with a value of 31.08%, as this method was unable to preserve the correlated information contained in both the NIR and VIS images. The statistical approach [30] and structural approach [29] Figure 12. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves using phase-only correlation (POC) for red, green, blue, Y, and V color spaces. Figure 13 . Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves using band-limited phase-only correlation (BLPOC) for red, green, blue, Y, and V color spaces. BLPOC results in superior performance for most channels, with a 95% genuine acceptance rate and a 1% false acceptance rate. produced EERs of 6.8% and 17.9%, respectively. The CNN-based method outlined in [32] displayed a favorable performance with an EER of 5.39%. However, the intensive computation required for this approach is a significant drawback. Our proposed cross-spectral iris recognition method not only provides exceptional performance with an EER of 0.59% as marked with bold text in Table 6 , but it is also simple to implement and does not require heavy computational resources. This is possible because the proposed technique uses a simple iris representation from the phase component of the 2D DFT spectrum. In addition, the proposed framework is suitable for poorquality iris images, as demonstrated using the PolyU dataset. Using BLPOC and homomorphic filtering, our proposed method significantly improved the performance of cross-spectral iris recognition for NIR and VIS iris image.
Conclusions
In this study, we proposed a cross-spectral iris recognition method using phase-based matching and homomorphic filtering to enhance recognition performance. The experimental results demonstrated that the performance of the proposed framework using a VIS-NIR dataset was the highest among the baseline approaches considered in the study, with an EER of 0.59%. The critical aspect of our cross-spectral phase-based matching approach involves homomorphic filtering, which is capable of suppressing illumination. However, the proposed framework was not effective for images that have non-linear intensity variations. In this case, it is hard to obtain the phase correlation between NIR and VIS iris images. In future work, we plan to further improve the performance of crossspectral iris recognition by combining the BLPOC and POC matching scores with Gradientface-based normalization and developing a more robust algorithm.
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